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Abstract. Throughout his authorship, Kierkegaard appears remarkably uninterested in
the tradition of Christian mysticism. Indeed, in the only two places in the authorship
where he broaches the topic directly, the discussion is disclaimed in such a way as to
suggest that Kierkegaard really has nothing to say about it at all. However, attending to
the successive incarnations of the character(s) named ‘‘Ludvig’’ throughout the
authorship – an appellation that harbors an especially self-referential dimension for
Kierkegaard – the present paper attempts to elucidate what may, with due reservation,
be referred to as the mystical element in KierkegaardÕs thought. The ultimate yield of
this endeavor is a vision of ‘‘mysticism’’ that is more act than thought oriented, and a
vision of the author ‘‘Kierkegaard’’ that is more delightful than melancholy.
Key words: kierkegaard, mysticism, jest

As with certain bird cries, we hear a mystic only in the stillness of
the night; for this reason a mystic generally does not have as much
significance for his noisy contemporaries as for the listening kindred spirit in the stillness of history after the passage of time.
Søren Kierkegaard (JP, 3:2796)1
But no well-informed writer has gone so far as to affirm that S.K.
actually was a mystic, in defiance of his own assertion to the contrary.
Walter Lowrie2
In the entirety of his writings, Søren A. Kierkegaard has precious little to
say, explicitly, on the topic of ‘‘mysticism.’’ There is a brief discussion of
‘‘Oriental mysticism’’ [orientalske Mystik] in The Concept of Irony with
Continual Reference to Socrates (CI, 65–66),3 an extended discussion and
critique of the ‘‘mysticÕs life’’ [Mystikers Liv] in Part Two of Either/Or: A
Fragment of Life (EO, 2:241–251),4 and a smattering of passing references
to ‘‘mystics,’’ ‘‘mysticism,’’ and the ‘‘mystical’’ in the posthumously
published Journals and Papers.5 Granting (i) the fact that the dissertation
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on irony is a work that Kierkegaard never considered as belonging to the
authorship proper, (ii) the pseudonymous nature of Either/Or, and
(iii) the manifestly underdeveloped nature of the references in his journals,
it actually appears that Kierkegaard has said even less about mysticism, in
his own voice, than one might initially suppose.6
As with most things Kierkegaardian, there are at least two ways of
contending with this relative reticence. On the one hand, one may choose
to highlight the discussion of mysticism in Part Two of Either/Or as the
lone extended discussion on the subject in the entire authorship and
therefore attribute the view of mysticism espoused in this text to Kierkegaard. Such is the approach eﬀectively adopted by commentators such
as Walter Lowrie, Howard Hong and Edna Hong, Winﬁeld E. Nagley,
and David R. Law.7 On the other hand, one may pour through the
writings of Kierkegaard in search of themes or remarks readily amenable
to one or another working conception of ‘‘mysticism,’’ bringing Kierkegaard into the mystical fold by virtue of a favorable or unfavorable
comparison and contrast with one or another recognized version of
mysticism. Such is the approach eﬀectively adopted by commentators
such as Georges Cattaui, C. T. K. Chari, Erling Skorpen, Safet Bektovic,
Frits Florin, and Nour Loutfy and George Berguno.8
There is however, a third, albeit highly problematic, alternative. Inspired by the work of Marie Mikulová Thulstrup, it is this third alternative that I wish to explore in this paper. In her contribution to
Kierkegaard Õs View of Christianity,9 Thulstrup proposes to delineate
KierkegaardÕs quest for the essence of Christianity. And although,
according to Thulstrup, KierkegaardÕs encounter with the writings of the
Christian mystics serves essentially as a transition from the writings of the
pietists (with which he began) to the writings of the church fathers (in
which he eventually found what he was seeking),10 Kierkegaard dallied
long enough with mysticism to aﬀord three important recognitions. First,
it is beyond dispute that Kierkegaard was familiar with a fairly wide
range of literature in the tradition of Christian mysticism.11 Second, the
fact that Kierkegaard never ‘‘fastened’’ upon mysticism – excepting the
discussion in Either/Or, conducted under the guise of ‘‘Judge William’’ –
is very likely due in large part to the emphasis that certain philosophers
had placed upon the mystics as ‘‘the forerunners of German idealism.’’12
Third, and as a consequence of this dual recognition – that Kierkegaard
was familiar with mysticism, yet never wrote about it – Thulstrup proposes a rather remarkable hypothesis: ‘‘It is as if the mystical were
something holy for him.’’13
Now, to be sure, the mere reluctance to discuss ‘‘mysticism’’ does not a
‘‘mystic’’ make. However, what is often called the ‘‘ineﬀability’’ of
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‘‘mystical experience’’ does pose something of a recognizably Kierkegaardian problem: How would one go about writing about that about
which one cannot write? The answer, as any student of KierkegaardÕs
writings will quickly attest, is ‘‘indirectly.’’ So where exactly might one
look for the indirect engagement with ‘‘mysticism’’ in KierkegaardÕs
authorship? My aim in this paper is to provide an answer to this question.
By way of anticipation, the short answer is: the story of little Ludvig.
Throughout his authorship, and among the many characters and
psychological constructions generated by the author of authors – not to
mention the characters constructed by the psychological constructions,
and the characterizations of the psychological constructions aﬀorded by
the characters, etc. – Kierkegaard has recourse to the name ‘‘Ludvig’’ on
a handful of occasions. There is mention of a ‘‘little Ludvig’’ in Part One
of Either/Or (EO, 1:35), a ‘‘Ludvig Blackfeldt’’ in Part Two of Either/Or
(EO, 2:245–246), another ‘‘little Ludvig’’ in Judge for Yourself! (JFY,
185–186), a ‘‘Ludvig From’’ in the seventh issue of The Moment (TM,
233–236), and a ‘‘Ludvigsen’’ in the eighth issue of The Moment (TM,
301–303).14 By themselves, such appellative coincidences would not
command any attention, were it not for the incisive recognition, ﬁrst
posed to the English speaking world by Walter Lowrie – and borne out by
both the testimony of KierkegaardÕs contemporaries and selected entries
in the journals and papers – ‘‘that for some reason or another [Kierkegaard] associated the name Ludwig with himself.’’15 And while the
question remains as to whether or not there is any other or actual continuity between one ‘‘Ludvig’’ and the next, it is worth pointing out that
at least one of them, ‘‘Ludvig Blackfeldt,’’ is explicitly identiﬁed as a
‘‘mystic.’’
Thus, rather than either (a) letting the pseudonymous critic of mysticism have the ﬁnal say on the matter, or (b) presuming to begin with
‘‘mysticism’’ and ‘‘Kierkegaard’’ already and un-problematically in hand,
the present investigation will attempt to take its bearings from the character(s) in the Kierkegaardian corpus explicitly associated with mysticism.
In order to facilitate this approach, however, I will begin with a comprehensive account of KierkegaardÕs explicit remarks upon ‘‘mysticism.’’

1. KierkegaardÕs assessment of ‘‘Oriental mysticism’’ in The Concept of
Irony
The subject of mysticism ﬁrst arises in KierkegaardÕs dissertation, On the
Concept of Irony. In his survey of selected Platonic dialogues and the
secondary literature associated therewith, a pronounced collision emerges
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between the view proposed by Kierkegaard – the position of Socrates
viewed as irony – and the view proposed by Friedrich Ast – the position
of Socrates, in the Phaedo at least, viewed as a kind of Oriental mysticism
(CI, 63–64).16 Kierkegaard is thus led in the defense of his view to distinguish between what he calls the spirit of Oriental mysticism and the
spirit of Grecian (i.e., Socratic) irony. Excerpting from the extended series
of juxtapositions, KierkegaardÕs account of the spirit of Oriental mysticism reads as follows:

Insofar as I can grasp Oriental mysticism, whatever dying away is
to be found there consists in a relaxation of the soulÕs muscular
strength, of the tension that constitutes consciousness, in a disintegration and melancholic relapsing lethargy, in a softening whereby
one becomes heavier ... whereby one is ... chaotically scrambled
and then moves with vague motions in a thick fog. Therefore the
Oriental may indeed wish to be liberated from the body and feel it
as something burdensome, but this is really ... in order to become
more bound, as if he wished for the vegetative still life of the plant
... It is wishing for the foggy, drowsy wallowing that an opiate can
procure ... wishing for an illusory repose in a consummation connected with a dolce far niente ... [The sky of Oriental mysticism is]
ﬂat and burdensome ... [and] anxiously sink[s] down; its air is ...
hazy and close. Therefore the longings to be found here tend ... to
evaporate in a deadening lethargy ... [and] to be soaked to softness
in vague qualiﬁcations ... Thus the Oriental wants to go back behind consciousness. (CI, 65–66)
With regard to this passage and apropos KierkegaardÕs disclaimer –
‘‘Insofar as I can grasp Oriental mysticism’’ – Abrahim Khan argues that,
if this passage is any indication, Kierkegaard did not grasp Oriental
mysticism very far at all.17 And while it is obviously impossible to say
with any certainty, it is likely that KierkegaardÕs grasp of Oriental mysticism is derived second-hand from his acquaintance with writers such as
Friedrich Ast and Arthur Schopenhauer. Nevertheless, there is an
unmistakable continuity that resonates throughout his description of
what he wants to call ‘‘Oriental mysticism.’’ It is lethargic, soft, heavy,
chaotic, vague, thick, vegetative, foggy, drowsy, illusory, hazy, deadening,
etc. In other words, it is a tendency toward nothingness.
Irony, according to Kierkegaard, also tends in the direction of ‘‘nothing.’’
But the nothing of irony is not the same as the nothing of (Oriental) mysticism,
as Kierkegaard endeavors to make clear much later in the dissertation:

For irony, everything becomes nothing, but nothing can be taken
in several ways. The speculative nothing is the vanishing at every
moment of the concretion, since it is itself the craving of the
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concrete, its nisus formativus; the mystic nothing is a nothing with
regard to the representation, a nothing that is just as full of content
as the silence of the night is full of sounds for someone who has
ears to hear. Finally, the ironic nothing is the dead silence in which
irony walks again and haunts (the latter word taken altogether
ambiguously). (CI, 258)18
Now, whenever one is engaged in an inquiry into the mystical, the mystifying, and the mysterious, there is an understandable temptation to read
ever-deeper layers of signiﬁcance into a text – especially when the author in
question makes a point of saying that the mystical is (only) said in silence. In
the present case, however, this is a temptation best avoided. KierkegaardÕs
own understanding of Oriental mysticism appears misguided at best.
Moreover, the entire discussion of Oriental mysticism in the dissertation
really only serves to highlight by contrast KierkegaardÕs view of the Greek
spirit of Socratic irony. Accordingly, if there is anything to be made of this
treatment of ‘‘mysticism,’’ it lies in KierkegaardÕs express concern to distinguish the existential positions that he calls ‘‘the speculative,’’ ‘‘the mystical,’’ and ‘‘the ironic’’ – a concern that may very well have been born
primarily of a desire to poke fun at Hans L. Martensen.19 More than this, it
will require a pseudonym (and then some) to say.

2. Judge WilliamÕs critique of ‘‘the MysticÕs Life’’ in Either/Or
The next and last explicit discussion of ‘‘mysticism’’ in KierkegaardÕs
authorship occurs in Part Two of Either/Or. The text of Either/Or is a
veritable labyrinth of authorial personae. The ‘‘editor’’ is one ‘‘Victor
Eremita’’ (the victorious hermit), who claims to have discovered the papers that comprise the text hidden in an antique writing desk with the aid
of a hatchet wielded in a moment of exceeding frustration (EO, 1:5–6).
Based upon considerations of style as well as content, the editor divides
the papers into two groups, attributing one to an author he calls ‘‘A,’’ and
the other to an author he calls ‘‘B’’ whom the reader eventually comes to
know as ‘‘Judge William’’ (EO, 1:6–7). The two sets of papers are then
published as a two volume set. But as the editor himself may be heard to
lament in his ‘‘Preface’’ to the collection, the confusion is only beginning
at this point. For, within both sets of papers, there is enclosed a culminating piece attributed to yet another author. In the papers of A one ﬁnds
‘‘The SeducerÕs Diary’’ (EO, 1:301–445) attributed by A to ‘‘Johannes,’’
also called ‘‘Johannes the Seducer.’’ In the papers of B one ﬁnds the
‘‘Ultimatum’’ (EO, 2:335–354) attributed by B to an unnamed ‘‘pastor in
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Jylland.’’ To his credit, the editor suggests that the entire text ‘‘might take
on a new aspect if [the papers] were regarded as belonging to one person’’
(EO, 1:13). But insofar as ‘‘one author becomes enclosed in another like
the boxes in a Chinese puzzle’’ (EO, 1:9), determining the identity of this
‘‘person’’ presents a predictable series of increasingly compounding difﬁculties. Suﬃce it to say – inasmuch as the identity of the ‘‘self’’ is
principal among the metaphysical queries attendant to any philosophy of
mysticism – no one entertains a thought experiment quite like Kierkegaard.
The discussion of mysticism occurs in the second letter written by B,
‘‘The Balance between the Esthetic and the Ethical in the Development of
the Personality’’ (EO, 2:155–333). The central theme of the letter is the
meaning of ‘‘choice’’ – or rather, as the judge puts it, ‘‘the signiﬁcance of
choosing’’ (EO, 2:213).20 Leading into his discussion of mysticism, the judge
frames the matter thusly: ‘‘But what is it, then, that I choose – is it this or
that? No, for I choose absolutely, and I choose absolutely precisely by
having chosen not to choose this or that. I choose the absolute, and what is
the absolute? It is myself in my eternal validity’’ (EO, 2:214). But what does
it mean to choose oneself absolutely? According to Judge William, Socrates
provides the ﬁrst exempliﬁcation of what shall count as an answer: Socrates
withdrew from political life, while nevertheless remaining within its multiplicity, in order to act inwardly, thus shifting the emphasis from the sphere
of the civic virtues to that of the personal virtues (EO, 2:240). But the error
of such a life, according to Judge William, lies in the fact that the ironist
chooses himself abstractly, rather than repenting his concrete actuality (EO,
2:240–241). In the language aﬀorded by PlatoÕs Meno, it is as if the seeker
manages, in remembering the ‘truthÕ, to forget him or herself out of the
existential equation altogether.21
As a more profound example of choosing oneself absolutely, Judge
William turns to the mystic, ‘‘for even though a mystic is rarely heard to
express himself this way ... if he has not chosen himself absolutely he is
not in any free relationship to God, and it is precisely in freedom that the
distinctive characteristic of Christian piety lies’’ (EO, 2:241). According to
Judge William, the movement of a mysticÕs life consists of the perpetual
alternation of ‘‘ﬂat’’ and ‘‘luminous’’ moments, and hence lacks continuity (EO, 2:242). But in the luminous moments, the mystic has fallen in
love with God, and by contemplating God actually comes to revive the
lost image of God in reﬂection – with the resulting shift of emphasis from
the personal virtues to the contemplative/religious virtues (EO,
2:242–243). The mysticÕs life is essentially a life of erotic prayer, substantiated and validated by the moment when the mystic can creep into
God by vanishing from him or herself (EO, 2:243).
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Subsequent to his portrayal of the mystical life, Judge William launches into his critique. The motivation for the ensuing critique is highly
personal, and fully in line with the epistolary nature of BÕs writings. Judge
William wants to ‘‘emphasize the falsity in such a life,’’ as it is a life to
which his younger counterpart, A, may be particularly prone (EO,
2:243).22 In an accordingly personal vein, BÕs critique is deployed on two
levels: ﬁrst, a statement of BÕs ‘‘private judgment’’ regarding ‘‘what it is
that really jars [him] in such a life,’’ and second, an attempt ‘‘to show the
correctness’’ of this judgment.
With regard to his private judgment, B identiﬁes three problems with
the mysticÕs life: (i) an ‘‘obtrusiveness’’ vis-à-vis the divine, according to
which the mystic rejects the actuality into which God has placed him or
her; (ii) a ‘‘softness and weakness,’’ manifest in the mysticÕs perpetual
need to be experientially convinced of the reality of GodÕs love; and (iii) a
‘‘deception of the world’’ and the other ‘‘persons’’ in it, by virtue of the
mysticÕs choosing the solitude of an inner shrine as over and against the
contextual and inter-subjective realm in which persons are actually and
ethically constituted as such (EO, 2:243–245).23 Apropos his identiﬁcation
of this third problem, Judge William writes, quite candidly:

It is especially as a married man and as a father that I am an enemy of mysticism. My domestic life also has its adtsom,24 but if I
were a mystic, I would have to have still another one for myself
alone, and then I would be a poor husband. Since in my view,
which I shall develop later, it is a duty for every person to marry,
and since it cannot possibly be my view that a person should marry
in order to become a poor husband, you readily perceive that I
must have an animosity toward all mysticism. (EO, 2:244–245)
This is really the focal point of BÕs critique of the mystical life. The
existential ‘‘isolation’’ occasioned by, and inherent in, a one-sided
(obtrusive, soft, deceptive) devotion to the mystical love of God is
incompatible with the judgeÕs ‘‘ethical’’ view, according to which the actual signiﬁcance of human life is both found and founded primarily in the
establishment of (loving) relationships with other human persons. As an
example of the extreme to which the isolation of the mystic inevitably
tends, B goes on to recall to A the life and death of one ‘‘Ludvig
Blackfeldt,’’ who ‘‘lost himself one-sidedly in a mysticism not so much
Christian as Indian,’’ and ‘‘ended with suicide’’ (EO, 2:245). It is on the
heels of this touching reminiscence that Judge William sets out to
establish the correctness of his personal view of mysticism.
As with the discussion of mysticism in The Concept of Irony, however,
Judge WilliamÕs critique of the mystical life in general is introduced with a
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signiﬁcant disclaimer: ‘‘Since I do not have a theological education, I do
not regard myself as competent to deal with religious mysticism in greater
detail’’ (EO, 2:247). Nevertheless, the judge continues, ‘‘this road [mysticism] is not only a dangerous road but a wrong road’’ (EO, 2:247). What
B is suggesting – by referring to the ‘‘religious’’ as a speciﬁc diﬀerentia – is
that ‘‘the mystical’’ is a generic rubric. Generically, ‘‘mysticism’’ is conceived by the judge as the quest of a spiritual immediacy. But this quest
may be further speciﬁed as either religious or diabolic. On this point,
Kierkegaard and his pseudonyms are in agreement.25 It is thus mysticism
in general to which Judge William is opposed, however ‘‘beautiful’’ or
‘‘profound’’ or ‘‘earnest’’ it may be in the qualiﬁed mode of the religious.
Conceived as the quest of a spiritual immediacy, mysticism indeed
appears to fall prey to a certain generic and yet compelling line of critique.
In the words of Judge William: ‘‘If on the whole the mystic does not
esteem actuality, it is not clear why he does not regard with the same
mistrust that moment in actuality when he was stirred by something
higher’’ (EO, 2:247). In other words, if the existential realm of temporality, multiplicity, and corporeality is to be esteemed as somewhat ‘less
realÕ than the mystical realm of eternity, unity, and spirituality, it is not at
all clear why one experience (the mystical experience) should hold sway
over and thus relativize all the rest. To couch the dilemma in a recognizably Kantian fashion: the mystical is either experienced in the phenomenal register – i.e., momentously, distinctly, and sensually – or it is
not. If the former, then mystical experience ought to be dispatched to the
realm of relative illusion (empirical reality) along with all other phenomenal experience. If the latter, then mystical ‘experienceÕ ought to be
relegated to the realm of the transcendental deduction – the realm of the
abstract, metaphysical, and absolutely other-worldly (i.e., the noumenal
realm).
Now, to be sure, there is a recognizable trend emerging in contemporary phenomenology that would contest the veracity or at least the
alleged simplicity of the dichotomy alleged in the above.26 But insofar as
Judge William appears committed to both Kantian ethics and Kantian
epistemology, his critique of the mystical life follows as a matter of
course. The fatal ﬂaw in the mystic life is that the mystic chooses him or
herself out of this world – by means of a marvelous metaphysical
abstraction – and has no way to choose him or herself back into it.
Grounded in a feeling for the real, the mystic makes an enemy of the
concrete, existential, and temporal-historical reality out of which this very
animosity arises. In other words, the mystic is unable or, what is worse,
unwilling to repent.27 For, in order to repent, there must be something
concrete, existential, and historical of which to repent. It is this
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recognition that really jars Judge William: in the fog of mystical metaphysics, in which and according to which all particularity is dissolved,
ethics cannot acquire the least bit of traction.
As an alternative life-view – indeed, as the alternative life-view28 –
Judge William proposes that ‘‘a human beingÕs dignity lies precisely in
this, that he can gain a history,’’ that ‘‘what is enviable about human life
is that one can assist God’’ (EO, 2:250). And it is here that the rubber
verily hits the road. For, in the ﬁrst place, the position occupied by the
authorial persona of Judge William is, among all the various pseudonymous postures pretended by the author of authors, the one of which
Søren Kierkegaard cannot possibly avail himself. It is as a husband and
father that Judge William is principally an enemy of mysticism – and
Kierkegaard neither is nor was either of these. In the second place, the
whole point of the imaginary psychological construction is, as Judge
William himself would say, to ‘‘take up some life relationships in a little
more detail’’ (EO, 2:277). That is to say, the whole point of the literary
pretense is to permit one to sound out certain existential dissonances
inaccessible to epochal thinking.
Judge William is thus not so much a caricature of an idealist ethic, as
he is the personiﬁcation of a particular but nonetheless universalizable
life-view. And in keeping with his view that subjectivity is constituted, or
even constitutes itself, vis-à-vis the realm of inter-subjective relationships,
this view itself is only brought to the hither side of articulation by contrasting itself with, and thus relating to, one or another alternative view.
Among these views is the view of life called ‘‘mystical’’ by Judge William,
and allegedly exempliﬁed in the character of Ludvig Blackfeldt. Thus,
mindful of the inescapable diﬀerentiae obtaining between the authorial
persona called ‘‘Judge William’’ and that of ‘‘Søren Kierkegaard,’’ so far
as the latter is accessible, the character of ‘‘Ludvig Blackfeldt’’ emerges as
the prime candidate to look to in the quest of what may, with due reservation, be called KierkegaardÕs view (or personiﬁcation) of ‘‘mysticism.’’

3. Ludvig, Ludvig, Ludvig
Throughout KierkegaardÕs authorship, the name ‘‘Ludvig’’ appears in a
handful of conspicuous places. In Part One of Either/Or the reader
encounters a ‘‘little Ludvig.’’ In Part Two of Either/Or, a ‘‘Ludvig
Blackfeldt.’’ In Judge for Yourself!, a ‘‘little Ludvig’’ (again) and this same
‘‘Ludvig’’ when he is somewhat older. And in The Moment (volume 7,
issue 4) a ‘‘Ludvig From’’ and (volume 8, issue 5) a ‘‘Ludvigsen.’’ Upon
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closer inspection, these appearances marshal themselves – with little
pressure and even less remainder – into three pairs, comprised of a
younger and an elder ‘‘Ludvig’’ in each case: ‘‘little Ludvig’’ and ‘‘Ludvig
Blackfeldt’’ (Either/Or), ‘‘little Ludvig’’ and ‘‘Ludvig’’ (Judge for Yourself!), and ‘‘Ludvigsen’’ and ‘‘Ludvig From’’ (The Moment). As a result,
the question as to a possible continuity amongst all of these appearances
is eﬀectively raised. What I would like to suggest is that there is in fact a
discernible continuity amongst these characters, and that it consists in the
delineation of three radically diﬀerent but nevertheless mutually illuminating existential archetypes that I shall provisionally call (i) the diabolic
mystic, (ii) the religious mystic, and (iii) the hypocrite.

4. ‘‘Little Ludvig’’ in Either/Or, Part I
The character of Ludvig ﬁrst appears in one of the Diau
aklasa that lay
at the beginning of Either/Or, Part One (EO, 1:17–43). According to the
editor, these ‘‘Diapsalmata’’ are comprised of ‘‘a number of scraps of
paper’’ that ‘‘lay loose in the [hidden] compartment’’ of the writing desk –
scraps that the editor collectively titles and places at the beginning of the
volume containing the papers of A (EO, 1:7–8).29 The diapsalma in
question – the Ludvig scrap – reads as follows:

How much the same human nature is! With what innate genius a
little child can often show us a vivid picture of the larger scale. I
was really amused today by little Ludvig. He sat in his tiny chair
and looked around with visible delight. Then the nursemaid, Maren, walked through the room. ‘‘Maren!’’ he shouted. ‘‘Yes, little
Ludvig,’’ she answered with her customary friendliness and came
over to him. He tilted his big head to one side a bit, fastened his
enormous eyes on her with a certain roguishness and then said
quite phlegmatically, ‘‘Not this Maren; it was another Maren.’’
What do we adults do? We shout to the whole world, and when it
approaches us in friendly manner we say, ‘‘It was not this Maren.’’
(EO, 1:35)
If in fact, as Lowrie suggests, the name ‘‘Ludvig’’ functions as a more or
less veiled form of self-reference for Kierkegaard, the referent of the name
‘‘Maren’’ is not terribly diﬃcult to ascertain, although there are two
prime candidates: KierkegaardÕs eldest sister, Maren Kirstine Kierkegaard, who died in 1822 (at the age of 24) when Kierkegaard was 8 years
old; and KierkegaardÕs maternal grandmother, Maren Lund, who died in
1821 (at the age of 89 or 90) when Kierkegaard was 7 or 8 years old.30
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And while the signiﬁcance of the Ludvig scrap certainly extends beyond
the sphere of poetized reminiscence, questions as to the autobiographical
signiﬁcance of the scrap are not, as will become evident, therefore irrelevant.31
With regard to the substance of the Ludvig scrap, ‘‘little Ludvig’’
allegedly provides something of a microcosmic analogue to a certain aspect of human nature. So what exactly does little Ludvig represent? He
shouts to Maren, and when she approaches he refuses her. Pursuant to
the suggested analogy, little Ludvig represents the existential gambit of
refusing the world with which one is presented. Already as ‘‘a little child,’’
Ludvig is saying, ‘‘not this world.’’32 Such a refusal – conceived as both a
withdrawal from and a deception of ‘‘this’’ world – will constitute the
central feature of ‘‘the mysticÕs life’’ according to the analysis forthcoming
from AÕs counterpart in Part Two of Either/Or. And if the corresponding
chronology of LudvigÕs appearances is any indication, it is a relatively
small step from ostensibly refusing the world (relative withdrawal) to
actually removing oneself from it (absolute withdrawal). Which is to say,
at the very least, that there is in fact a discernible continuity between the
ﬁrst two appearances of ‘‘Ludvig’’ in KierkegaardÕs authorship.

5. ‘‘Ludvig Blackfeldt’’ in Either/Or, Part II
As already mentioned above, apropos Judge WilliamÕs extended discussion of the mystic life, the character of ‘‘Ludvig’’ next appears as ‘‘Ludvig
Blackfeldt’’ in the second letter of Either/Or, Part Two. Invoked primarily
as a token exempliﬁcation of the danger inherent in a ‘‘one-sided’’
devotion to the mystical love of God, to be discussed and dissected
accordingly in the hands of Judge William, Ludvig Blackfeldt is also, and
more importantly, the author of record of a letter (his suicide note,
written to his brother), enclosed within the judgeÕs letter as an accompaniment and appearing in the text as a footnote:

Most Honorable Mr. Councilor,
I am writing to you because in one way you are the one closest to
me; in another way you are no closer than other people. When you
receive these lines, I am no more. If anyone should ask you the reason, you may say that once upon a time there was a princess whose
name was Morning Glory or something like that, for this is the
way I myself would answer if I could have had the joy of surviving
myself. If anyone should ask you the occasion, you may say that it
was on the occasion of the great fire. If anyone asks you the time,
you may say that it was the month of July, so very special to me.
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Should no one ask you any of these questions, you are to answer
nothing.
I do not regard a suicide as something commendable. It is not out
of vanity that I decided on it. On the contrary, I believe in the correctness of the thesis that no human being can endure seeing the
infinite. It once appeared to me in the intellectual sense, and the
expression for this is ignorance. Ignorance is precisely the negative
expression for infinite knowledge. A suicide is the negative expression for infinite freedom. It is a form of infinite freedom, but the
negative form. Fortunate is the one who finds the positive.
With deepest respects,
Yours faithfully (EO, 2:246*)
The letter, as it appears in the text, is left unsigned.
The attribution of an autobiographical signiﬁcance to this ‘‘letter’’ is
not the least bit implausible. With regard to the question of suicide in
particular, Walter Lowrie argues at length for just such an attribution on
a variety of grounds.33 What Lowrie does not discuss in this context,
however, is the allegation of Judge William that the impetus to suicide
was young LudvigÕs having ‘‘lost himself one-sidedly in a [kind of] mysticism.’’ Such an omission certainly makes sense in light of LowrieÕs repeated criticisms of any attempt to think of Kierkegaard as a kind of
‘‘mystic.’’ And in this regard, Lowrie may well be in the right. But what
Lowrie eﬀectively misses is the unique and telling perspective upon
‘‘mysticism’’ aﬀorded, not by Judge William, but by ‘‘Ludvig Blackfeldt’’
himself.
Ludvig Blackfeldt is not merely a character mentioned and discussed
in passing. He is a discrete authorial persona whose contribution to the
authorship (his suicide note) therefore commands as much respect as that
aﬀorded to any of the other authorial personae encountered in the
authorship. Ludvig Blackfeldt is the author of record of a text, and is
recognized as such by at least one other ostensibly discrete authorial
persona. Aside from the fact that his contribution is much smaller and
tucked away in a footnote rather than being featured as a substantial
appendix, it would seem that LudvigÕs letter is on a qualitative par with
the letter attributed, for instance, to the unnamed country pastor.34 If this
much is admitted, the authorial persona of Ludvig Blackfeldt has secured
a hearing.
So what exactly has Ludvig Blackfeldt used his moment in the sun to
say? In the ﬁrst part of his letter, Ludvig oﬀers a series of answers to a
limited set of anticipated questions, the signiﬁcance of which will presumably not be lost on his intended audience (his brother) but which may
well be entirely lost on the rest of us.35 Nevertheless, the prevailing mood
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is a kind of palpable ambivalence, with seemingly relevant questions
practically reduced to trivial probing vis-à-vis the proposed clandestine
responses. And in this regard, young Ludvig clearly manifests what Judge
William ﬁnds wholly objectionable in the mystic life, namely, a thorough
disregard for the signiﬁcance of inter-personal concern. What Judge
William eﬀectively diagnoses in the case of Ludvig Blackfeldt is thus the
tragic inevitability of an excessively ‘spiritualÕ form of life. Mystical
motivation is the root, isolation the ﬂower, and suicide the ultimate fruit.
‘‘Behold the mystic,’’ the judge may as well have said.
In the second part of his letter, however, Ludvig manages to articulate,
in his own terms, the rudiments of the spiritually qualiﬁed psychoontology to which he adheres. And while the leading features of this
world-view appear to substantiate the judgeÕs diagnosis, Ludvig suggestively preserves a possibility that the judge is either unable or unwilling to
admit. Taking his cue from Socrates, whose parabolic encounter with
divine wisdom yielded the rightly infamous proposal of the relative
worthlessness of human wisdom36 – ignorance as the negative expression
for inﬁnite knowledge – Ludvig extends the lesson drawn from the sphere
of intellectual endeavor to that of endeavor in general – suicide as the
negative expression for inﬁnite freedom. Conducted through the spiral of
inclosing reserve into the throe of existential despair where the encounter
with oneÕs own absolute worthlessness tends to become all-consuming,
Ludvig discovers a disturbing application of the ‘‘annihilation of self’’
motif. This is all that the judge needs to hear in order to render his
verdict. But the real question remains: What is to be made of the ﬁnal
note sounded by Ludvig prior to his departure from the world?
‘‘Fortunate is the one who ﬁnds the positive’’ – i.e., the positive ‘‘form
of inﬁnite freedom.’’ Given the little that we know of Ludvig, and mindful
of his alleged ‘‘unusual gift for hiding the state of his soul and for giving
one passion the appearance of another’’ (EO, 2:245), this parting shot is
bound to be a source of frustration for any would be interpreter.
Moreover, ought one even bother searching for encouragement in such a
remark, when the proponent thereof has been both caricatured (in the
third person) and characterized (in the ﬁrst person) as the very epitome of
hopelessness? Judge WilliamÕs answer to this question will of course be an
emphatic ‘‘no.’’37 But does the ultimate adjudication of this matter lie
within this particular judgeÕs jurisdiction? Given the fact that ‘‘Judge
William’’ is no less a pseudonym than ‘‘Ludvig Blackfeldt,’’ it would
appear that the answer to this further question must be an equally emphatic ‘‘no.’’
‘‘Fortunate is the one who ﬁnds the positive [form of inﬁnite freedom].’’ In order to make anything of this cryptic proviso, it is advisable to
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recount all that we do know of its equally cryptic provisioner. In this
regard, the continuity between ‘‘Ludvig Blackfeldt’’ (in Part Two of
Either/Or) and ‘‘little Ludvig’’ (in Part One of Either/Or) is too striking
and instructive to ignore. Already as a ‘‘little child,’’ Ludvig is refusing
the world with which he is presented – ‘‘Not this Maren’’ – a refusal,
according to the author of the ‘‘Diapsalmata,’’ that is symptomatically
analogous to some facet of human nature. Such a refusal, according to
Judge William, is the very hallmark of ‘‘the mysticÕs error’’ – the error
that ‘‘lies in the very ﬁrst movement,’’ and according to which ‘‘every
distancing from life, every ascetic self-torture, is only a further and proper
consequence’’ (EO, 2:247–248). Accordingly, the character of Ludvig next
appears as an older but still ‘‘young’’ man who has managed to lose
himself one-sidedly in a kind of ‘‘mysticism.’’ The continuity itself is one
that Judge William would presumably admit: the roguish little Ludvig
becomes the mystic Ludvig Blackfeldt, and the mystic Ludvig Blackfeldt
kills himself. However – and Judge William is made to admit this as well –
Ludvig Blackfeldt is really only representative of a speciﬁc kind of mysticism. What Ludvig Blackfeldt has discovered and embraced is the
‘‘negative’’ form of inﬁnite freedom, the mysticism that is not properly
called ‘‘religious,’’ the quest of an immediate rapport with the eternal that
is characterized by the perpetuity of inclosing reserve and existential
despair. By his own admission, by the characterization aﬀorded by Judge
William, and according to the appearance of this very rubric throughout
KierkegaardÕs entire authorship, what Ludvig Blackfeldt has actually
discovered is ‘‘the demonic.’’ Thus, insofar as it makes sense to view
Ludvig Blackfeldt as the vivid representation of a diabolic mysticism, it
makes sense to ask what the ‘‘positive’’ alternative might comprise. And
while the writings of Kierkegaard contain no direct treatment of this
issue, the character of ‘‘Ludvig’’ reappears after a tremendous ellipsis in
the authorship and, I will argue, he brings the answer to this question
with him.

6. ‘‘Little Ludvig’’ in Judge for Yourself!
The character of ‘‘Ludvig,’’ exaggerated accounts of his suicide notwithstanding, next appears in the posthumously published Judge for Yourself!,
a text intended, but never published by Kierkegaard himself, as the sequel
to For Self-Examination (published in 1851). Ludvig makes his appearance
in the second discourse of Judge for Yourself!, ‘‘Christ as the Prototype,’’
alternatively titled, ‘‘No One Can Serve Two Masters’’ (JFY, 145–209).
Readers familiar with KierkegaardÕs later writings will immediately
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recognize in the alternative title the passage of scripture that serves as the
point of departure for the discourse: Matthew 6:24–34, KierkegaardÕs
‘‘favorite Gospel’’ (JP, 6:6673). As speciﬁed in the opening ‘‘prayer,’’ the
project of the discourse is an elucidation of the dual signiﬁcance of the one
called Jesus Christ as both ‘‘the prototype’’ and ‘‘the Redeemer’’ (JFY,
147). The discourse opens with a consideration of the teaching of Jesus
that ‘‘no one can serve two masters.’’ Guided by his commitment to
learning the truth from the teacher in whom the professed truth is existentially reduplicated, Kierkegaard directs his attention to ‘‘Christ’’ as the
living exempliﬁcation of the otherwise merely professed truth of the saying
that ‘‘no one can serve two masters.’’ The discourse is then developed
through ﬁve relatively speciﬁc topical considerations related to the signiﬁcance of conceiving of Christ as ‘‘the prototype.’’ First, Kierkegaard
considers ‘‘how [ChristÕs] life must have been designed ... if it was to
express serving only one master’’ (JFY, 160–169). Second, Kierkegaard
considers ‘‘how it had to fare with [Christ] in this world’’ as a result of his
serving only one master (JFY, 169–179). Third, and as an alleged reprieve
from the ‘‘deadly ... anxiety’’ associated with the reception of the call to the
imitation of Christ, Kierkegaard considers the teacherÕs jesting ‘‘diversion’’ of attention from himself to ‘‘the lilies of the ﬁeld’’ and ‘‘the birds of
the air’’ (JFY, 179–186). Fourth, and as a direct consequence of this
seemingly whimsical diversion of attention to the lily and the bird, Kierkegaard considers the question as to whether or not the introduction of a
‘‘jest’’ on the part of the teacher also renders ‘‘this whole matter of following Christ, of imitation ... a jest’’ (JFY, 187–191). Fifth and ﬁnally,
Kierkegaard considers the historical progression of ‘‘Christianity,’’
beginning with the teaching incarnate in the teacher, progressing through
alternative means of perversion in the monastic emphasis on works (Christ
as prototype) and the Lutheran emphasis on grace (Christ as Redeemer),
and culminating in a highly personal confession of his own failure to live
up to the teaching and call incarnate in Christ (JFY, 191–209). And while
there is admittedly an unprecedented abundance of material with which to
struggle in this discourse, the seminal insight, appropriately enough, is
vividly represented, on the smaller scale, in the reappearance of ‘‘little
Ludvig.’’
Having already considered the signiﬁcance of the diversion on the lily
and the bird at some length, and having run into the question regarding
the signiﬁcance of human works – if it is indeed God ‘‘who sows and
reaps and gathers into barns’’ (JFY, 184) – Kierkegaard introduces his
readers, once again, to little Ludvig:
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Think of a child and his parents in relation to him. Every day little
Ludvig is taken for a ride in his stroller, a delight that usually lasts
an hour, and little Ludvig understands very well that it is a delight.
Yet the mother has hit upon something new that will definitely delight little Ludvig even more: would he like to try to push the stroller himself? And he can! What! He can? Yes, look, Auntie, little
Ludvig can push the stroller himself! Now, let us be down to earth
but not upset the child, since we know very well that little Ludvig
cannot do it, that it is his mother who is actually pushing the stroller, and that it is really only to delight him that she plays the game
that little Ludvig can do it himself. And he, he huffs and puffs.
And he is sweating, isnÕt he? On my word, he is! The sweat stands
on his brow, in the sweat of his brow he is pushing the stroller –
but his face is shining with happiness; one could say he is drunk
with happiness, and, if possible, he becomes even more so every
time Auntie says: Just look at that! Little Ludvig can do it himself.
It was a matchless delight. The sweating? No, being able to do it
oneself. (JFY, 185)
After suggesting that what little Ludvig represents is the ‘‘godly understanding’’ of what it means ‘‘to work,’’ Kierkegaard endeavors to make
this point even clearer by recourse to the character of Ludvig when he is
no longer quite so little:

Think of little Ludvig! He has now become an adult and therefore
very well understands the true situation – that it was his mother
who pushed the stroller. Thus he has another joy from this childhood recollection: remembering his motherÕs love that could think
of something like that to delight her child. But now he is an adult;
now he actually can do it himself. Now he is perhaps even tempted
to think that he himself actually is able – until that recollection of
childhood reminds him how much he is, in a far higher sense, still
in the same situation as the child, that when the adult works it
really is someone else – it is God who is working. (JFY, 186)
And this raises the very question that lies at the heart of the entire discourse: How will Ludvig relate to himself, and to ‘hisÕ work, in this
recognition?
In the more recognizably theological terms of the discourse, the
question regards the relationship between works (Christ as prototype)
and grace (Christ as Redeemer). As the discourse eventually makes clear,
KierkegaardÕs conception of this relationship – the relationship, by his
reckoning, that lies at the core of Christianity – is as follows. The primary
and principal call to the would-be follower of Christ is just that: a call to
the imitation [Efterfølgelse] of Christ. And when the would-be follower is
crushed under this unspeakably high requirement – which Kierkegaard
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appears to believe is inevitable – the true follower has only one recourse:
the confession of oneÕs unconditional failure in this regard. It is then (and
only then) that Christ appears to one in the role of Redeemer, oﬀering the
gracious gift of forgiveness for this failing. But the administration of
divine grace does not repeal the original call to imitation – rather, the gift
of grace, if it is gratefully received, reorients and enlivens the recipient in
the direction of a renewed quest of the following-after-Christ [Christi
Efterfølgelse]. That is to say, grace is not an alternative to striving – it is
the divine power that enables one to strive. Thus, on KierkegaardÕs
understanding, the dual signiﬁcance of Christ as ‘‘prototype’’ and ‘‘Redeemer’’ is not conceived as posing the alternative, either works or grace,
but as elucidating a spiritual dialectic in the life of the striving Christian:
imitation-confession-imitation, or works-grace-works.
All of this is vividly represented in the character of Ludvig. Apropos
his recognition that it is really God who is working, Kierkegaard puts the
question thusly: ‘‘Do you think that he [Ludvig] will therefore become
inactive and lazy and say: Well, if it is really God who is working, would
it not be best that I be exempted?’’ (JFY, 186).38 Supposing Ludvig to be
animated by a godly understanding of what it means to work, Kierkegaard proposes the very opposite: ‘‘he becomes all the more industrious, so
that he will increasingly understand – what a gracious jest! – that God is
the coworker – what earnestness!’’ (JFY, 186).39 The category of ‘‘jest’’
[spøg] thus emerges – along with its dialectical counterpart, ‘‘earnestness’’
– as an essential component in KierkegaardÕs elucidation of the essence of
Christianity.40 In fact, as spelled out even more clearly in a pair of journal
entries from 1850 and 1852, the category of ‘‘jest’’ actually serves as the
substantial qualiﬁcation of the second ‘‘works’’ in the dialectic of works
and grace.41
In their respective contributions to International Kierkegaard Commentary: For Self-Examination and Judge for Yourself!, Lee Barrett,
Murray Rae, and David Cain each make a point of highlighting the
structure and signiﬁcance of this dialectic. And while they diverge
somewhat on the question as to whether, as Barrett puts it, the ‘‘resolution’’ of this dialectic is ‘‘a matter of more nuanced passions’’ or of ‘‘more
subtle theological formulae,’’42 all three commentators manifest a comparable conception of the second ‘‘works’’ in the dialectic as involving
‘‘an all-encompassing sense of gratitude,’’43 ‘‘sheer delight,’’44 and a
higher order of ‘‘freedom.’’45 In other words, what the Ludvig of Judge
for Yourself! represents is precisely the radical alternative and speciﬁc
counterpoint to the existential posture of his namesake in Either/Or,
Ludvig Blackfeldt (characterized by disregard, despair, and the negative
form of inﬁnite freedom). ‘‘Fortunate is the one who ﬁnds the positive,’’
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laments the latter – to which the former may verily be heard to respond:
blessed is the one who has learned how to ‘‘jest,’’ for that one ‘‘has
grasped the meaning of life’’ (JFY, 183).
This is a Kierkegaard not often met in the secondary literature – a
‘‘playful’’ Kierkegaard, to borrow CainÕs characterization,46 who proposes that all human endeavor, even the most decisive,47 is best conceived
as a kind of joke in which one becomes increasingly engaged in order to
‘‘increasingly understand’’ and ‘‘really come to see that it is God who
sows and reaps and gathers into barns’’ (JFY, 186; emphasis added). In
fact, it almost sounds as if the whole point of the joke – i.e., the pious
jesting of the individual who is as nothing before God – is to ‘getÕ the joke
– i.e., the divine jest of the ‘‘God [who] has said to himself: It will deﬁnitely delight them much more than continually being pushed in a
stroller’’ (JFY, 185). And if the point of getting the joke is then to further
enliven the striving, the works, the imitation – i.e., the jest – there is an
unmistakable perpetuity at work in the dialectic. Some might even venture to characterize it as a bit ‘‘mystical.’’48
In this vein, a suggestion as to the autobiographical signiﬁcance of
LudvigÕs appearance in Judge for Yourself! is perhaps in order. Once
again, Walter Lowrie beats everyone to the punch. In his translation of
Judge for Yourself!, Lowrie notes the following, apropos LudvigÕs
appearance in the text: ‘‘If in this passage, as in several others, Ludvig is
S.K., then we have here a reference to his mother – an aﬀectionate reference and (psychologists may observe with interest) the only reference he
made to her in any of his works, the Journals included.’’49 Of course, such
a conjecture must remain just that. Nevertheless, the reference bears
repeating: ‘‘Thus he has another joy from this childhood recollection:
remembering his motherÕs love that could think of something like that to
delight her child’’ (JFY, 186). Whether or not such a reference can be
responsibly read as a consciously or unconsciously clandestine recollection of the delight aﬀorded him by his otherwise unmentioned mother, the
very fact that Kierkegaard chooses precisely this analogue to illustrate the
delight experienced by the one who gets the divine jest is suﬃcient to
suggest that we, the readers, are here treading on some especially significant ground. Before delving any further in this regard, however, there are
two more characters named Ludvig with which to contend.

7. ‘‘Ludvig From’’ in The Moment 7:4
On May 24, 1855, Kierkegaard published the inaugural issue of a serial
pamphlet titled, The Moment. On August 30, 1855, the seventh issue in
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the series appeared. The fourth article in the issue is titled, ‘‘‘First the
Kingdom of God.Õ A Kind of Short Story’’ (TM, 233–236). The story
begins:

The theological graduate Ludvig From – he is seeking. When one
hears that a theological graduate is seeking, one does not need a lively imagination to understand what it is that he is seeking – naturally, the kingdom of God, which, of course, one is to seek ﬁrst.
But no, it is not that; what he is seeking is a royal livelihood as a
pastor, and very much, which I shall indicate by a few episodes,
happened ﬁrst before he attained that. (TM, 233)
As Kierkegaard proceeds to unfold the story – which in a certain undeniable sense is quite funny – Ludvig From seeks an abundance of things:
attendance at school, passing examinations, attendance at seminary,
oﬃcially stamped papers, a wife, an oﬃcial position, better pay for
occupying this position, etc. Eventually, Ludvig From, one time ‘‘theological candidate,’’ becomes an ordained pastor. And on his ﬁrst day as
pastor, the Gospel for the day and the point of departure for his ﬁrst
oﬃcial sermon is Matthew 6:24–34, on seeking ﬁrst the kingdom of God.
Thus, according to KierkegaardÕs reckoning of the lesson, ‘‘at long last
the things of this earth are obtained ﬁrst, and then ﬁnally last of all a
sermon about – ﬁrst seeking GodÕs kingdom’’ (TM, 235). This is what
Kierkegaard ﬁnds satirically repulsive in and about the established order
of oﬃcial Christendom: it lacks in virtually every case ‘‘the desirable
agreement between the discourse and the life’’ (TM, 235). In other words,
Christendom suﬀers from a pervasive failure of reduplication – a failure
vividly represented in the character named, ‘‘Ludvig From,’’ or ‘‘Pious
Louie.’’
Once again, Walter Lowrie illuminates the self-referential dimension of
this critical appellation. Apropos this story featuring the theological
candidate ‘‘Ludvig From,’’ Lowrie writes:

Is it not shocking that S. K. could so soon forget that this was precisely his own case, or at least that he had dallied with such a possibility? The entry last quoted50 assures us that he had by no means
forgotten, and the name of Ludvig wherever it occurs is an indication that he is thinking of himself. This is the disarming trait in S.
K.Õs criticism, that he was often satirizing himself, or at least the
possibilities that he had entertained.51
To further allay any doubts in this regard, Lowrie later points out that
already in the ﬁrst discourse of Judge for Yourself! – a text that lay complete
but unpublished during the composition and publication of The Moment –
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the reader will encounter what is ‘‘substantially ... the story of Ludvig
From.’’52 The only diﬀerence in this ‘earlierÕ version is how the story and its
main character are introduced: ‘‘Imagine a Bachelor of Theology. Suppose
it is I, since I, too, after all, am a Bachelor of Theology. He has already been
a theological graduate for some years and has now entered that stage in life
where it is said of him: He is seeking ...’’ (JFY, 110).53
Thus, in full accord with KierkegaardÕs conception of the nature of
‘‘reduplication’’ and ‘‘redoubling’’ – ‘‘in working also to work against
oneself ... like the pressure on the plow that determines the depth of the
furrow’’ (PV, 9*) – the stinging critique of the established order contains a
necessarily self-referential dimension. And while the vivid personiﬁcation
of this phenomenon in the character of ‘‘Ludvig From’’ is matchless in its
poignant double-devastation – ‘‘as if all mockery were not two-edged!’’
(TDIO, 22) – it is by no means an isolated occurrence. Less than four
months later, the reader of The Moment is treated to another instance of
just such a redoubled critique.
8. ‘‘Ludvigsen’’ in The Moment 8:5
On September 11, 1855, the eighth issue of The Moment appeared. The
ﬁfth article in the issue is titled, ‘‘A Picture of Life and A Picture from
Life’’ (TM, 301–303). The ‘‘picture of life’’ reads as follows:

Take the pupils in a class – which one is the most admired by his
comrades? Is it the laziest? No, that is definitely out of the question.
Is it the hardest worker? Not that one either. Is it the one with the
greatest mental capacity? Not that one either. But if there is one
who has the sagacity to know how to cajole the teachers [gaae Lærerne under Øine] and do it so subtly that he always gets by with it,
always gets good grades, is always at the top of the class, is always
praised and singled out – he is the admired one, and why? Because
his comrades realize very well that he has a double advantage. He
has the advantage, which the lazy pupil also has, that he does not
actually work; he has lots of time to play and entertain himself – the
lazy pupil, to be sure, also has this advantage, but he of course is
punished for it. Then in addition he has the advantage that the diligent pupil has. He is the admired one, and his comrades say admiringly of him: That Ludvigsen, that Ludvigsen, heÕs a dickens of a
fellow [et Pokkers Menneske]. ‘‘But Fredricksen is still more diligent.’’ WhatÕs the good of that? L. always gets just as good grades;
so Fredricksen has only one thing more – the bother. ‘‘Yes, but Olsen is still a lot smarter.’’ Aw, forget it! That doesnÕt help him much
anyway; he just has a lot of trouble from it. No, Ludvigsen, Ludvigsen, heÕs a dickens of a fellow. (TM, 301)
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On the heels of this ‘‘picture of life,’’ Kierkegaard proposes an analogue
on the larger scale, which he calls, ‘‘a picture from life.’’ Here, the
question is not the identity of the most admired ‘‘pupil,’’ but of the most
admired ‘‘teacher of Christianity.’’ But the relationship is the same. The
most admired teacher of Christianity, the one who wins the ‘‘adoring
admiration’’ of the masses, is the one who knows how to ‘‘cajole God’’
[gaae Gud under Øinene] in such a way that he or she wins the double
advantage of seeming to live a pious and saintly life while nevertheless
enjoying every possible beneﬁt to be derived from a thoroughly secular
existence (TM, 301–302). As with Ludvig From, the basic problem is
hypocrisy. In commenting upon this problem, Kierkegaard is nothing if
not direct: ‘‘There is nothing to which God is so much opposed as
hypocrisy ... There is nothing the world admires as much as the more
subtle and the most subtle forms of hypocrisy’’ (TM, 302).
Although it apparently escapes the watchful eye of the biographer
Lowrie, this vivid representation of hypocritical cajoling bears the mark
of an unmistakable family resemblance: that most admired pupil is, after
all, a ‘‘Ludvigsen.’’ And while the chronology of treatment is reversed in
this case, the relationship between ‘‘Ludvigsen’’ and ‘‘Ludvig From’’ in
The Moment is entirely reminiscent of the developmental treatments of
the character(s) of ‘‘Ludvig’’ in both Either/Or and Judge For Yourself!.
The reader is ﬁrst introduced to ‘‘Ludvig From,’’ already well on his way
as a theological candidate; the reader is then introduced to ‘‘Ludvigsen,’’
that most admired pupil and ‘‘devil of a fellow’’ who serves as the childanalogue of what ‘‘Ludvig From’’ eventually becomes, namely, that most
admired teacher of Christianity who delivers a smashingly good sermon
on ‘‘seeking ﬁrst the kingdom of God’’ after having ﬁrst sought everything else. The ‘‘picture of life’’ (Ludvigsen) thus functions as a prequel to
the ‘‘kind of short story’’ (Ludvig From), with Kierkegaard ably occupying the role of both ‘‘author’’ and ‘‘illustrator.’’ But is he not also
himself the authored and the illustrated? The relative dearth of references
to this family of characters notwithstanding, it seems diﬃcult to answer
otherwise than in the aﬃrmative. The implications of this recognition
must now be spelled out.
9. An ethical-religious initiation
The present line of inquiry was born of the hypothesis that the relationship between KierkegaardÕs activity as an author and the tradition of
Christian mysticism may in fact be much more profound than has hitherto been suspected. But, one may still ask, why the bother about this
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hypothesis in the ﬁrst place? Why bother trying to cram ‘‘Kierkegaard’’
and ‘‘mysticism’’ into the same box, especially when there is manifestly
still a great deal of work to be done with regard to unpacking the already
problematic ‘‘Kierkegaard’’ and ‘‘mysticism’’ boxes themselves? Appropriately enough, this second formulation of the question points directly to
the answer that I would like to propose. For, in ascertaining what may be
termed ‘‘KierkegaardÕs view of mysticism,’’ or even ‘‘the mystical element
in KierkegaardÕs thought,’’ one will inevitably be confronted with a
refreshing perspective upon both of these otherwise vexing constituents –
e.g., a vision of KierkegaardÕs authorship in and according to which
delight plays the main character, and a view of mysticism in and according
to which the unio mystica is attained in action.
Whether or not it deserves (in the last analysis) to be called either
‘‘Kierkegaardian’’ or ‘‘mystical’’ – and a great many melancholy Kierkegaardians on the one hand and contemplative mystics on the other,
respectively oﬀended sensibilities in hand, will presumably cry out that it
does not – such is precisely the perspective opened up by the reincarnation
of ‘‘little Ludvig’’ in the text of Judge for Yourself!. And with this recognition, the question as to the qualiﬁcation of this perspective may now
in fact be posed and addressed directly. Put as simply as possible – and
with all due respect for LowrieÕs suggestion that such a ‘‘controversy ...
may be nothing more than logomachy’’54 – the question reads: Was
Kierkegaard a mystic?
One half of this question reads as follows: Is ‘‘Ludvig’’ really Kierkegaard? Short of becoming embroiled in a fruitless metaphysical disputation regarding the (real) meaning of the word ‘‘really,’’ it certainly
seems that in all of his appearances the character of ‘‘Ludvig’’ presents the
reader with a series of rather intimate personal disclosures, all of which
Lowrie manages to tie directly to the individual who otherwise remains
concealed behind or within the tremendous labyrinth called ‘‘KierkegaardÕs authorship.’’ Now, to be sure, there is arguably a bit of ‘‘Kierkegaard’’ in all of the adopted authorial postures – else, where did they
come from? And yet – whether it is best conceived as direct or indirect,
intended or unintended – the self-referential quality of the Ludvig-characters seems slightly out of character for the author of authors who is
otherwise so exceedingly careful to keep himself concealed from view.55
Which is to say: the answer to this half of the question is a qualiﬁed
‘‘maybe.’’
The other half of the question thus reads: Is the ‘‘Ludvig’’ encountered
in Judge for Yourself! a mystic? Clearly, the ‘‘Ludvig’’ encountered in
Either/Or (once as ‘‘little Ludvig’’ and again as ‘‘Ludvig Blackfeldt’’) is
styled as having fallen prey to a kind of ‘‘mysticism,’’ namely, the
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diabolic.56 And if this is all the mysticism that may be found in KierkegaardÕs authorship, the reader is well advised to leave the matter alone.
At the other end of the authorship, the character of ‘‘Ludvig’’ reappears
in The Moment (once as ‘‘Ludvig From’’ and again as ‘‘Ludvigsen’’), this
time in the guise of the ‘‘theological candidate’’ and ‘‘cajoler’’ – i.e., the
character of the hypocrite. And while it is not rendered explicit, the
connection with ‘‘mysticism’’ in this regard is not far to seek. For, within
the context of KierkegaardÕs critique of the established order of Christendom, the character of the hypocrite is speciﬁcally the one who substitutes talking about becoming a Christian and listening to others talk
about becoming a Christian – i.e., thinking about becoming a Christian –
for the actual activity of becoming a Christian – i.e., the venturing of ‘‘a
decisive act’’ (JFY, 191). Such is the accusation that Kierkegaard levels
against Christendom – and chief among the accused is Hans L. Martensen, whose way to Christendom ran straight through the mysticism of
Eckhart before landing in the speculative idealism of Hegel.57 And yet,
strangely enough, the speculative philosopher-theologian who counts the
contemplative mystic as his predecessor is never once lampooned, qua
‘‘mystic,’’ by Kierkegaard. The stereotype of the ‘‘contemplative mystic’’
– which could arguably provide for even more hilarity than that of the
‘‘speculative theologian’’58 – lays ready to hand, and Kierkegaard never
touches it. It is as if Kierkegaard refused to think ‘‘mysticism’’ and
‘‘Martensen’’ in the same thought, despite the fact that the two would
have been not only readily associable but readily associated in 19th
century Denmark. Indeed, the fact that Kierkegaard never speaks of the
former and comes to speak almost incessantly about the latter only serves
to further highlight the depth and fortitude of this refusal.
So what of the ‘‘little Ludvig’’ that makes his appearance in the
emphatically titled (but posthumously published) Judge for Yourself! – is
he a ‘‘mystic’’ or not? The answer once again is a qualiﬁed ‘‘maybe.’’ For,
on the one hand, the ‘‘Ludvig’’ of Judge for Yourself! is so obviously the
presentation of a point-for-point response to the ‘‘Ludvig’’ of Either/Or
that even if the explicit juxtaposition were entirely fortuitous it would still
be diﬃcult to imagine that the implicit correspondence could have
escaped the notice of the author of authors.59 And, on the other hand, the
‘‘Ludvig’’ of Judge for Yourself! is no less obviously the presentation of an
equally radical alternative to the ‘‘Ludvig’’ of The Moment – the former
placing emphasis upon action as opposed to thinking or speaking about
action, and the latter placing emphasis (via caricature) upon thinking and
speaking about action as opposed to action.60 In both instances, the
‘‘Ludvig’’ encountered in Judge for Yourself! is manifestly presented as an
alternative to the existential postures epitomized in the ‘‘Ludvig’’ of
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Either/Or (i.e., the diabolic mystic) and the ‘‘Ludvig’’ of The Moment (i.e.,
the cajoling hypocrite liable to confuse himself with the contemplative
mystic). So, is the ‘‘Ludvig’’ of Judge for Yourself! best conceived as the
religious-mystical alternative to these recognizable perversions of religious mysticism, or as an alternative to the mystical altogether? Kierkegaard provides no ready answer to this question.
In an endeavor such as this – an inquiry into the nature of ‘‘mysticism,’’ and by extension, the ‘‘mysterious’’ and the ‘‘mystifying’’ – there is
quite naturally a host of opportunities for a legion of confusions. And by
insisting that maybe, maybe it makes sense to call Kierkegaard a mystic
or to identify the mystical element in his thought, I have perhaps done
precious little to ward oﬀ such confusions.61 Ironically, however, the same
cannot be said of Kierkegaard, who pens the following in 1850:

There has been much discussion about the passage in Scripture: All
is revealed in the mystery; and a certain speculation has affirmed
that it was not profane speculation but in the mystery.62 In relation
to Christianity, I would emphasize another side of the concept mystery: the ethical-religious ... It is not an intellectual initiation but an
ethical initiation ... to pontiﬁcate about it would merely add a little
nonsense to all the other nonsense. (JP, 3:2793)
Now, if by ‘‘mysticism’’ one means the (nominal) adherence to one or
another intellectually baﬄing metaphysical postulate – e.g., there is no
self, but All Is God; there is no time, but All Is Eternity; there is no
plurality, but All Is One – then Kierkegaard has precious little use or
aﬀection for ‘‘mysticism.’’ Such ‘epiphaniesÕ, Kierkegaard would say – if
they do not translate into the register of the ethical-religious – are entirely
vacuous and can therefore really only serve the aggrandizement of the
thinking selfÕs most preposterous pretensions. However, if by ‘‘mysticism’’ one means something along the lines of, not merely ‘being drawn
up the mountainÕ (the revelation of truth in mystery), but ‘coming back
down the mountainÕ (the ethical-religious side of mystery) – because this is
what God does, or rather, this is what God is63 – then not only is there
something ‘‘mystical’’ in KierkegaardÕs thought, but it is arguably the
crowning element in his thought. For, while Kierkegaard never claims to
have attained it, and he rarely comes so far as even to advocate it, his lifeÕs
work is nothing short of a stalwart defense, on a myriad of fronts, of just
such a possibility – the possibility of an existence to which he refers simply
as ‘‘the extraordinary’’ (JFY, 211–213).64 It is perhaps to KierkegaardÕs
credit as well that he does not venture to say anything more in this regard
– leaving the further exploration of this matter to the individual who is
actually willing to do so. And in this regard, the question as to whether or
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not to call such an existence ‘‘mystical,’’ or even ‘‘Kierkegaardian,’’ is
perhaps ultimately a matter of no consequence – a triﬂing matter best left
to assistant professors – so long as one endeavors, ever jesting with the
divine – i.e., jesting in earnest – to ‘‘get’’ that which is graciously given.
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dichotomy at work here, the resolution of which may well be found in KierkegaardÕs
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what it means to work. For an extraordinarily promising elucidation of the ‘‘moral vision’’
requisite to the navigation of this concern, see the contribution of Patrick Stokes, ‘‘Kierkegaardian Vision and the Concrete Other,’’ in the present issue.
In this regard, Kierkegaard eﬀectively declares that he is virtually neck deep in the
vexed conversation regarding the extent to which and the respect in which ‘‘contemplation’’ shall even count as a kind of ‘‘activity.’’ The roots of this conversation
reach as far back as Aristotle (Nichomachean Ethics X:8; Metaphysics XII:7, XII:9),
and are not at all unrelated to the rather prevalent conception of ‘‘mysticism’’
(among philosophers at least) as essentially involving or comprising a kind of
‘contemplative activityÕ.
Of course, as Anti-Climacus writes in a passage that is readily applicable to the
whole of KierkegaardÕs authorship: ‘‘If anyone wants to have anything to do with
this kind of communication, he will have to untie the knot himself’’ (PC, 133).
The translators of KierkegaardÕs Journals and Papers note: ‘‘The Danish translation
of I Corinthians 2:7 is quite diﬀerent from the English rendering in the RSV’’ (JP,
vol. 3, p. 827).
See, e.g., I John 4:8, 4:16, and above, note 59.
Accordingly, the price of admission to this mode of existence is also rather extraordinary: dying to self, willing to suﬀer, becoming nothing, etc. – i.e., everything that
does or may occur to one in connection with the exceedingly high ideal of a thoroughly
integrated imitation of Christ. As to his own personal relationship to this ideal, Kierkegaard writes, in September of 1855: ‘‘The only analogy I have before me is Socrates; my task is a Socratic task, to audit the deﬁnition of what it is to be a Christian – I
do not call myself a Christian (keeping the ideal free), but I can make it manifest that
the others are that even less’’ (TM, 341). Thus, in the end, the conceptual juxtaposition
of the ‘‘Socratic’’ and the ‘‘mystical’’ (as evinced in both The Concept of Irony and
Either/Or) returns and provides the framework in and according to which Kierkegaard conceives his ‘‘task’’ as the Socratic defense of a certain ‘‘extraordinary’’ ideality.

